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Abstract—Data-centric architectures are a candidate for invehicle communication. They add naming standardization, data
provenance, security, and improve interoperability between different ECUs and networks. In this demo, We demonstrate the
feasibility and advantages of data-centric architectures through
Named Data Networking (NDN). We deploy a bench-top testbed
using Raspberry PIs and replay real CAN data.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Data-centric and Service-Oriented communication architectures are recently being considered for in-vehicle communication. Such architectures provide enhanced capabilities such
as standard naming, provenance, security, interoperability, and
better transport efficiency. H owever, t hey a re m ore complex
than standard in-vehicle communication technologies such as
the Controller Area Network (CAN), which means they incur
higher overhead. Our demo uses Named Data Networking
(NDN), a data-centric communication architecture originally
applied to the Internet. We have developed a testbed to investigate how NDN can implement the data-centric architectures
without incurring unnecessary complexity or overhead. The
motivation for NDN is its relationship with security by design
that makes it uniquely well-suited for the automotive domain.
NDN uses only two packet types, an Interest and a Data packet,
the former used by a client to request content, and the latter
by a provider to respond with the content. All data is named
with unique, immutable names, digitally signed, and can be
cached in the network. Traditional vehicle CAN bus systems
are very susceptible to DoS attacks, but because an NDN
node needs to make an Interest before it will receive Data
packets, using unsolicited Data packets as a method of DoS
attacks is impossible in the NDN architecture. Additionally,
NDN implements authentication that can validate a specific
signature’s authorization to sign a specific p iece o f d ata [2].
Our demo uses NDN to transfer CAN frames from one NDN
node to another. These gateways are implemented by two
Raspberry PIs running Ubuntu server 20.04.3 LTS connected
with Ethernet running NFD [1]. We replay a real CAN trace
and demonstrate: (a) how one NDN node is able to forward a
CAN trace to another by request over Ethernet, (b) a simple
NDN naming scheme to address CAN frames, (c) low transport
delay, and (d) quick recovery from packet loss.
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II. T ESTBED AND E XPERIMENTS
Our testbed was built to emulate a segmented network with
NDN nodes acting as gateways between segments. The producer loads the first one thousand messages of a file from
ROAD CAN dataset[3] into the memory to avoid file I/O
delays. Future iterations of this testbed will feature these nodes
being connected to real CAN segments instead of reading this
data from a file. The producer then enters a loop responding
to Interests with a Data packet containing the requested CAN
message. The consumer enters a loop sending Interests of the
form “/vehicle/can0/nextSeqNum” with the next sequence
number, stopping after receiving an EOF from the producer. To
measure the latency NDN introduced, we recorded a timestamp
before the consumer sent an Interest and immediately after
it received the data packet. The difference between these
numbers was used as the transmission time in our log. The
average Interest/Data latency after all messages finished was
73ms. The Ethernet latency was under 1ms. Most of this time
¯ library, which is Python-based. A
was spent in the application
faster implementation would reduce the latency substantially.
To demonstrate the quick recovery possible through NDN
caching, we introduced Data packet loss by programming
the consumer to resend every 100th Interest after receiving
the data packet. We measured the latency of these duplicate
Interest/Data exchanges and found the latency to be 9.7% of
a standard exchange. This shows how quickly NDN is able to
recover from losing Data packets.
III.C ONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated that data-centric architectures such as NDN
are promising network architectures for in-vehicle communication. We demonstrated naming, the Interest/Data exchange,
and the recovery advantages of in-network caching. We plan to
extend our work to use signed messages, richer topologies, and
a hybrid testbed for different vehicle link-layer technologies.
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